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EI Trax is a Document Management system written by Enterprise Imaging Systems
in conjunction with Input Systems. The software works with all scanners from high
speed auto document feeder devices, to flat bed or hand held scanners. The system
can handle documents in TIFF/JPEG and PDF format in both monochrome and
colour varieties. The system also includes built in support for Barcode Reading,
OCR, and retrieving linked information from other systems.
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The system can be used with Microsoft Access or SQL Server databases, depending
on the potential scale of the implementation, or your specific requirements.
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Flexible security, and workflow functionality are also included as standard, with
additional modules available to support approval emails and online document
access.
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Feedback
If you cannot find the answer to your questions here, contact EI Trax support on
support@eisystems.ie or by low calling us on 1850 347 347.
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System Overview

Logging In

The system is broadly broken down into three distinct areas. Scanning, Indexing,
and Browsing. These provide a means for importing, referencing and retrieving
documents from the system.

Open the EI Trax application by clicking on the icon in Program Files -> EI Trax ->
EI Trax. You are presented with the login screen below:

Documents are referenced by Flow, and by Property. Any number of Flows may be
set up, and any number of Properties may be added to each Flow. Although these
can be setup however you wish, a Flow equates to a document type - such as
Purchase Order Approvals, Delivery Notes etc.
A property is used to identify an individual document – in the case of Delivery
Notes, the Customer and the Delivery Note Reference may be two properties
required.
When indexing a document, a flow is chosen, and for each document, the properties
are filled in to add the document to the system. It may be possible to read some
properties from the document itself using Barcodes, or OCR, or properties may be
keyed in directly by the user.

Enter your username and password and click on OK. If you have the correct login
details, you are now logged into EI Trax. (The login is case sensitive so make sure
Caps Lock is off on your PC). The default username and password is ‘Admin’ and
‘Admin’.
If there is no database listed in the ‘Database’ box, or if you have trouble logging in
please contact your administrator, see the Administrator section, or contact
Enterprise Imaging Systems on 1850 347 347.

Documents may then be retrieved by selecting property values and browsing for
documents matching the criteria specified.
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The scanner should scan your documents, and they should appear in the ‘Images
scanned’ list. Select an item from this list to preview it in the ‘Document’ window.

Scanning
Documents are scanned into EI Trax directly into a flow.
Click on the ‘Scan’ icon in the ‘Quick Access’ bar on the left side of the screen to
open the scan window.

Multi Page Scanning
For multipage documents, check the ‘Scan as a multipage document’ box, and
choose the flow and scanner template. You can choose to scan all the pages in the
scanner to a single multi-page document, or into groups by selecting ‘Pages per
document’.

Scanning from the Flatbed / Windows Driver
Tick the ‘Show scanner driver interface’ box and click Scan.

The driver interface for your scanner appears. This window will be different
depending on the make and model of your scanner.
(Sample Ricoh driver window)

You are required to choose a Flow from the Flows drop down at the top of the scan
window, and a Scanning template from the Scanning drop down. If there are no
Flows or Scanning templates set up, contact your administrator, or see the sections
on Flows and Scanning Templates.
For information on the other toolbar icons on this screen see the section on the
Image Toolbar.

Single Page Scanning
For normal single page scanning, insert your documents in the scanner and select the
correct flow and scanner template and click on the scan button.
7
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Select Flat-bed in the scanner driver window and click finish.
Place the document on the flatbed glass and click Scan.

Indexing

To reset the scanner to Automatic Document Feeder, repeat the procedure and select
Document Feeder from the drop down and click finish. Remember to untick the
‘Show scanner driver interface’ box when finished in the scanner driver window.

Documents are indexed in EI Trax to allow quick future retrieval.
Click on the ‘Index’ icon in the ‘Quick Access’ bar on the left side of the screen to
open the index window.

Scanning using a network scanner
Many network scanners and copiers include the option to scan to a file directly on a
network drive. This can be used to scan documents directly into EI Trax by
specifying the same folder as the Temporary Folder in Administration Options, as
the network scanner is saving files to.
Press F9 in the Scan or Index window to refresh the list of files.

The documents that have been scanned are now images in the index window.
If you cannot see all the document on screen, you can move around your document
by left clicking on the image while holding down the mouse button to move the
image as required.
To zoom in on the image, click on the

icon.

For information on the other toolbar icons on this screen see the section on the
Image Toolbar.
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prompting set to True’ will appear. Clicking the barcode icon now will display the
following dialog.

Manual Indexing Procedure
Enter the index information into the properties that have been setup (i.e. Reference,
Customer etc) and click Index (or press F2). The next image appears for indexing,
and the property values will be cleared. Enter property values for the next document
and click index.
If you want to maintain the values in the index property, click the check box after
the index property. When you index the document, the values will stay in the
checked properties. These values can then be used when indexing the next
document.
If you index a document using the same property values as a previous document you
will be prompted to append the document to the previous image. This can be done
automatically by clicking the ‘Auto Append Images’ check box.
Clicking ‘Reject Duplicates’ will stop duplicate documents being appended at all.

Indexing by Barcode
You can now click and highlight an area of the document to search for barcodes on.
Clicking OK will save these settings, and barcodes will only be read from this area
of the document when indexing by barcode in the future.

Index by Barcode
Having tested that barcodes can be read, clicking the ‘Index by Barcode’ button (or
pressing CTRL+F2) will start the system indexing all documents in the documents
list.
Having read the first document a confirmation window will appear, click yes to
continue.

If there is a barcode on the document, select the property which should contain the
barcode value. To check that the barcode can be read correctly, click the barcode

The image process window will appear and all images that can be indexed will be
indexed. Any images that fail or do not have a barcode will be left for manual
indexing.

icon
. Any barcodes on the document will be processed, and the value will be
automatically entered into the selected property.
If there are multiple barcodes on the document, you can choose an area on the
document to check for barcodes. To do this, press CTRL+SHIFT+F11. ‘Barcode
11
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Split Pages

Browsing

This feature enables a single page or multipage document to be split into different
separate documents. Split Pages is active at the Scan or Index stage.

Documents are retrieved in EI Trax using the Browse window.
This is accessed by clicking the Browse button on the left side of the screen.

Select the image(s) in the display to split.
Click on

icon in the Scan or Index window.

For multipage documents, select All Pages and click OK.
For single page documents, select Pages and the number of splits desired.
The image process window will appear as the pages are extracted. The user is
prompted to delete the original document or not as required.

Browse for a Document
Key in the index information into the property boxes and click search (or press F3).
The documents matching the index properties appear in the Documents list, and the
first image appears in the viewer on the right hand side.
To call up more than one document leave some of the property values empty and
search.
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Scan Date Search
This feature allows users to carry out a search between two dates, for all documents
which were indexed between these dates. For example, this search can be useful to
call back all Invoices or Delivery notes scanned in a particular month.
Click on the
icon, leaving the property boxes clear.
This calls back all documents in the flow.

Advanced Search
The advanced search allows you to find ranges of documents in the browse window
using more advanced criteria.

Click the
button to the right of the search button to bring up the advanced
search dialog:

Click on the
icon.
Select the start and finish date to search using the quick calendar, or by typing in the
dates.

All documents for the date range will be listed in the display when you click OK.

Select the property to search on the left, then the type of search action on the right.,
then the value to search for in the value box. Click Add and OK to search.
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Browse Links

Approval

EI Trax makes it possible to link more than one flow together, provided there is
common information in each flow. For example, it may be possible to link PODs
and Purchase Invoices together so they can be retrieved in a single search, provided
the Purchase Order number is used when indexing the Purchase Invoice.

EI Trax provides the ability to track the approval status of a document. This is done
by assigning approval stages to users, and recording approval, and approval notes
against each stage of approval.

Documents from linked flows are retrieved in EI Trax using the Browse Links
window. This is accessed by clicking the Browse Links button on the left side of the
screen.

Key in the index information into the property boxes and click search (or press F3).
The documents matching the index properties appear in the Documents list for each
linked flow, and the first image appears in the viewer on the right hand side.

To access the Approval screen, click the Approval button on the left side of the
application.

Browsing in this screen works much like the ‘Browse’ screens, with the addition of
filtering on Approval Status, which defaults to ‘Not Approved’.
Clicking search will list all documents marked as ‘Not Approved’, which are to be
approved by the user that is logged in.

To call up more than one document leave some of the property values empty and
search.
For information on setting up linked flows, see the Administration Options, contact
your administrator, or call Enterprise Imaging Systems on 1850 347 347.
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Set Approval
Once a document has been indexed, it is possible to push the document through the
EI Trax approval system. The starting point for this, is to set the document to be
approved by a user, or a number of users.
This screen is opened by clicking the ‘Set Approval’ button on the left side of the
application.

The ‘History’ grid lists the approval history for the selected document, including any
notes added by previous users who approved / rejected the document.
Browsing in this screen works much like the ‘Browse’ screens, with the addition of
filtering on Approval Status, which defaults to ‘Not Assigned’.

In order to approve or reject the document, you must enter a note in the ‘Your
Notes’ box, and click Approve or Reject as required.
The document will disappear from the list, and will either be marked as approved /
rejected, or will move on to the next stage of approval (if more than one level is set).

Approval Report
Available from the Reports menu, the approval report allows us to see the status of
approval documents in a flow for documents in given range of indexed or submitted
for approval dates. The report can be previewed on screen, printed, or emailed as a
PDF attachment by clicking on the email button.
19

Highlight all the documents you wish to set for approval by selecting them in the
Documents list. You can hold down CTRL when clicking to select multiple
documents, or SHIFT to highlight a range documents. Select the users to approve a
document from the Users list. Clicking more than one user will add those to the
approval stages. You can also select groups of approval users (see Administration
for details on setting up approval groups), which enables you to predefine the users
for approval, instead of having to pick the user individually each time.
When the approval has been setup as required (stages appear in numerical order in
the user / group list) click Save to set the approval.
Previously rejected documents can be marked as ‘Not Approved’ again by changing
the Approval Status to ‘Rejected’ and saving them for approval again as set out
above.
20

- Previous Page / Next Page in a multi page document

Image Toolbar

- Zoom Selection / Zoom In / Zoom Out

There are a number of common items on the image toolbar which allow you to
perform various operations on the active image. The toolbars are as follows:

- Zoom full document / Zoom to width / Zoom to height

Scanning Image Toolbar

- Show Thumbnails
- Rotate 90 / 180 / 270 degrees
- Collection Bin

Index Image Toolbar
- Smart Links
- Notes
- Show Annotations / Add Annotations

Browse Image Toolbar

- Read barcode
- Read using OCR
- Split Page

Image Toolbar Buttons

Thumbnails

The buttons function as follows:
Thumbnails can be shown for multi-page documents in order to quickly view and
select a page where there are many pages.
- Print selected document (to print multiple images you can add them to the
collection bin)

You also have the option to insert or delete pages from a multi-page document, and
to email an individual page from a multi-page document. These features can be
accessed by right-clicking in the thumbnail window.

- Email selected document (to email multiple images you can add them to the
collection bin)
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Collection Bin
The Collection Bin allows users to collect images for printing or e-mailing in a
batch. Also used in the archive, remove index and export features. To open and close
the collection bin, click on the
icon on the top toolbar.

Notes
The notes feature in the Browse screen allows users to attach a note to a document.
Click on the

icon to open the notes window.

Click on the

icon to add a new note.

Smart Links
Smart Links allow users to link images to another file on the system so that they can
be viewed at a click of a button. This requires the viewing software to be installed on
the workstation that is using the Smart link. (If an image is linked to an excel file,
excel needs to be installed on the PC to view the link). Smart links can be accessed
by clicking on the
icon in the view tab on the menu bar. This can only be
accessed in browse mode.

Click on the

The image field in the display will be highlighted green after a note is added.

icon to add a Smart Link.

Select the document you are linking to and click OK to save link.

To open Smart Links, click on the

icon in the Smart Links window.
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Tools
Remove Index
The ‘Remove Index’ feature is used to remove an incorrectly indexed document
from the system. A document could be incorrectly indexed simply because of a data
entry error. There is a three step process which removes the document and places it
back into the Index screen, allowing the user to re-index the document correctly.
Search for the documents to be removed in the normal way from the Browse screen.

The documents in the collection bin are automatically added to the ‘Remove
Document Index’ window.
Click on ‘Remove Index’ icon and the documents will be removed from the system,
and will appear in the Index screen to be correctly indexed, or deleted as required.

Range Search
This feature is a negative range search which is used to search for all missing
property values within a range. This feature will only work on a text type property if
the property only contains numbers. For example, the range search can be very
useful in searching for missing invoices or delivery notes.

Click on

and the range search window appears.

Right click on the documents to be removed in the Documents list and select ‘Add to
search bin’.

Select

from the menu bar.
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From the drop down, select the flow to range search from.
Select the properties to search on.
Enter the property value to range search from and to.

Administration Options

Click on the Search icon.

Database Setup
When EI Trax is installed, it is not connected to any databases. When you first run
the application you will be prompted to setup a ‘Database Alias’. This is the friendly
name that EI Trax gives to a database connection. You can set up connections to as
many databases as you like, and give each a friendly name or Database Alias. To
view the Database Options window at any time press CTRL+SHIFT+F12 at the
login screen.

An output report listing the missing values is produced.

Swap Flow
This feature allows the user to move scanned images from one flow into another.
Swap flows is only active at the Scan or Index stage. It can be a useful feature if
documents were scanned into the wrong flow in error. It would be possible to delete
and re-scan the documents, but it is easier to use the Swap Flows feature to move the
images from one flow to another

Click ‘Add’ to add an Alias.

Highlight the images to be swapped in the image list.
Select Tools, Swap Flow from the Main Menu (or by right clicking in the Images
list).
Type a name into the Alias name box. This will appear on the login screen when
logging in. To set the connection string, click the Build button.

Select the flow to move the images to and click OK.
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Access
For Access databases choose Microsoft Jet 4.0 OLE DB Provider.
Click Next

Flows
The basic reference point for all documents in EI Trax is a Flow. A Flow equates to
a document type - such as Purchase Order Approvals, Delivery Notes etc. In EI Trax
you can setup as many flows as you like. This is done by clicking Flows from the
Administration menu.

Browse for the database file and click ‘Test Connection’ to verify the connection is
correct.
Choose OK to save the connection string.

SQL Server
For SQL Server databases choose Microsoft OLE DB Provider for SQL Server.
Click Next

To add a new flow, click ‘Add Flow’ from the items menu on the left. Give the flow
a name and click OK.

Select the SQL server name, choose an authentication method, select a database and
click ‘Test Connection’ to verify the connection is correct.
Choose OK to save the connection string.

A flow requires at least one Property to be set up. A property is a reference for a
document – what identifies it from other documents in the flow. For example, you
could use the PO Reference for a Purchase Order flow. To add a property, select the
flow from the list on the left, then click ‘Add Property’ from the item menu on the
right.
Each property requires a name, and a type as per the following screen:

Click OK to close the Add the Database Alias, and click Close to return to the Login
screen.

Choose the alias from the drop down to login to EI Trax.
29
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Properties Linked to External Data
It is possible to link EI Trax to an external data source, or to import data to aid
indexing. For example, if the PO Reference, Customer and Transaction Date are set
up as properties for a POD flow, EI Trax would normally require all three values to
be entered when indexing. However, if this information exists (perhaps in an
accounts system), it is possible to export the information from the accounts system
as a CSV file and use this data to populate the Customer and Transaction Date
automatically when the PO Reference is entered.
This is set up by selecting ‘Make Linked Property’ from the Items menu on the right
side of the flows screen. Highlight the main property (Reference in our example
above) and click the ‘Make Linked Property’ button.
The linked list wizard opens:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Text properties allow any alpha-numeric characters up to the ‘maximum
length’ size.
Integer numbers are numeric only, with no decimal points.
Floating point numbers are numeric only including the ability to use
decimal points.
Yes/No is a basic Boolean value.
Date and Time is a date and time combined value.
Timestamp is a system assigned timestamp value.
Drop down list allows you to define a set of values which the user can
select from when indexing a document.

Click ‘Next’ and follow the steps in the wizard. You will need a sample csv file:

Default Value allows you to specify a value to default into the property
when indexing.
Administrator Only makes the property value one that can only be
changed by an administrator.
Is mandatory makes the property a required property when indexing.
Input mask allows you to define a pattern of text which helps the user fill
in correct values when indexing.

Removing a property or a flow will cause all the data in the database to be deleted.
This process is not reversible, so ensure you have a database backup if required
before attempting to delete properties or flows.
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For information on importing this file on a regular basis see the section on Import
Linked Documents.

The columns in the CSV file will be listed:

When indexing documents in this flow, once there is valid data imported, linked
properties should be automatically populated once the Reference field is entered. If
no data is found, the user will be prompted for further information.

Linked Flows
Linked flows allow you to view related data from more than one flow from a single
browse screen. Setting up linked flows requires at least one property in common
between the related flows.
To setup linked flows, select Linked Flows from the Administration menu.

Select ‘Yes’ as the Master Property for the reference field in our example.
Ensure the correct type is selected for each of the other properties.

To edit an existing linked flow, select it from the ‘Links’ drop down list, or select
<New> from this list to add a new linked flow.
You are required to give the linked flow a name, then select a flow from the list on
the left, and a flow from the list on the right. Select the first property in common
from the Documents lists left and right, and click the ‘Link Flow Properties’ from
the items menu on the right hand side. This will link the properties.
To unlink properties, select the link in the Linked Flows section, and click Unlink
Flow Properties.

You can then map the fields from the file, to properties in the flow.

When you have setup the links, click Save Links to save the linked flow.
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You can delete a linked flow entirely by clicking Delete Linked Flow. This will not
delete any data, as this is only a link between two existing flows. No data is actually
stored in the Linked Flow.
For further information on Linked Flows, contact Enterprise Imaging Systems on
1850 347 347.

Users
EI Trax contains a comprehensive user security system. This can be accessed by
clicking Users from the Administration menu.

Passwords are case sensitive, so ensure you supply the correct password to your
users.

To add a new user, click the ‘Add a User’ link from the items menu on the right.

Access may be granted or denied to all the menu items in the system, in addition to
some additional functionality. The ‘Menu Items’ tab contains more options which
may be granted or denied.
Each user can have their own personal folder, which will be used for scanning and
indexing if Personal Folders is turned on in the System Options section.
You can also grant or deny access to each flow set up in the system. If Document
Approval is being used, you can grant or deny access to the approval process per
flow for this user.

Approval Groups
Approval Groups allow us to define groups of users who can approve documents,
instead of relying on having to pick users for approval individually for each
35
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document. Approval Groups are setup by selecting Approval Groups from the
Administration menu.

Archiving
When a disk used to store indexed documents becomes full, it is possible to move
the physical images into an archive location – possibly a backup drive, or even an
optical disc.
Ensure the archive folder is empty before beginning this operation.
From the browse screen, search for the images to be archived. This can be done
using any of the search options listed in the Browsing section.
Right click in the Document window and choose ‘Add All to Search Bin’.
Open the search bin by clicking the

icon.

Click ‘Add Group’ to add a new approval group.

Before archiving the contents of the search bin, check the size by holding the cursor
over the blue progression bar at the bottom of the search bin.
The size of the contents must be within the capacity of the backup media selected.
Click Administration \ Archive and you will be prompted to add the contents of the
active collection bin to this archive operation. The documents will be listed in the
Documents tab. In the Options tab select a volume ID for the archive, and click
Archive.

Give the group a code (10 digit alpha-numeric), and a description, then drag the
users for the group into the Selected Users list on the right.
You can also drag users up and down in the ‘Selected Users’ list to change the
approval order.
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System Options
System options are set by selecting System Options from the Administration menu.

Locations Tab

(The archive procedure may take several minutes)
The archived images are moved to the archive folder.
If this archive folder is burned onto CD, the CD is labelled automatically with the
Disc Volume ID. At any time after the Archive operation, when any of the archived
images are searched for, the user will be prompted to load the correct volume (e.g.
‘Disc 5’) and then the images can be viewed.
Temporary folder is the location where files are scanned into, and where the Index
screen looks for documents to be indexed. This can be a local folder, a network
folder, or a UNC path. The user must have full read / write access to this folder.
Storage folder is the base storage folder where documents are moved after indexing.
This can be a local folder, a network folder, or a UNC path. The user must have full
read / write access to this folder.
Archive write and read locations are the default paths where files which are archived
will be copied to, and retrieved from when archived. This can be a local folder, a
network folder, or a UNC path. The user must have full read / write access to the
write location, and read access to the read location.
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Personal Settings

Scanner Templates
Scanner templates can be set up to automatically choose the most suitable settings
for the documents you are scanning. For example, if some documents you scan
usually require brightening, and others require rotating, you can set up multiple
templates to easily scan these documents regularly.
Click on the
icon to the right of the ‘Scanning’ drop down list. This will open
the ‘Setup scanning device’ window.
Click on the Processing tab to open the scanner setting window.
‘Confirm selected property whilst indexing all documents’ controls a prompt when
indexing documents that asks you to confirm the correct value is being inserted into
the correct property on the first document.
‘Confirm barcodes before proceeding with Index All command’ controls a prompt
when indexing by barcode to confirm that the barcode value is being read correctly.
‘Use personal folders’ controls the location of the temporary folder. If this box is
checked, the temporary folder used is the one specified in the User setup.
‘Minimum deletable file size’ controls the minimum size an image can be before it
is deemed to be a valid image file.

Archive Options

The processing tab contains the settings for the brightness of the scanned image.
This can be used to lighten coloured documents, or darken light text on bright
documents.
The contrast can also be adjusted from here.
Documents can be rotated during scanning so they are facing the right way for
indexing. This is also be set in this window.
Always save any changes you make upon exit.

Select the backup media type from dropdown menu and tick the error checking box
if required.
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Select the ‘Text Export’ options to create a CSV or XML file, and whether to
include the actual images in the export.

Export / Import

Click the ‘Export’ icon.
(This operation may take a few minutes)

This feature can be accessed by clicking on the File menu at the top of the screen:
The files from the Export path need to be copied to the machine which will be
importing the data. This can be done by burning to CD or Memory Stick, or
whatever means is available to you.

Import
Having exported data from EI Trax, this data can be imported into another EI Trax
system which has been set up with the same Flow and Properties.

Export
This feature allows EI Trax documents and data to be transferred between different
EI Trax site locations.

Once the folder containing the exported images and CSV/XML file are available,
they can easily be imported into the EI Trax system.
Click File \ Import from the Main Menu. The following screen will appear.

Search for the documents to be exported using the various browse options, rightclick and add all to the collection bin.
Click File \ Export from the main menu. You will be prompted to add all documents
in the collection bin to the export list.
The Export Documents screen opens, with the Export tab listing all documents
added.

From the dropdown menu, Select the Flow into which the documents will be
imported. Normally the Ignore Duplicates box should not be ticked, as you will not
be notified of any duplicated data which might be imported in error.
Select an Import file and click on the ‘Import’ icon.
Data and images will be imported. Any errors will display on screen.

In Options, select the Export path to export the files to. This folder should be empty.
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Import Linked Documents

Troubleshooting

If Linked Properties have been set up against this flow, you will need to regularly
import lookup information by selecting ‘Import Linked Documents’ from the File
menu.

Errors on login
Access

Select the flow to which the data relates, browse for the file, and select ‘Import’ to
import the linked information. If you do not wish to remove previously imported
data you can choose the ‘Ask for Update Flow’ check box. You will then be
prompted to update information in the flow to which the document relates.

•
•
•
•

Check if the correct user is logged into the PC, and that the path to the
mdb file is available on the PC.
If the database file is on a network drive, ensure the server is available and
online.
Ensure the database is not open in Microsoft Access on any PC.
Contact your administrator or if the problem persists, contact Enterprise
Imaging Systems Support (1850 347 347).

SQL Server

•
•
•
•
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Check if the correct user is logged into the PC, and that the user has access
to the SQL database.
If the SQL Server is a network server, ensure the server is available and
online.
Ensure that there are no firewalls active which could be blocking access to
the database server.
Contact your administrator or if the problem persists, contact Enterprise
Imaging Systems Support (1850 347 347).
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•

No Databases Defined

Has the scanner been set to scan from the flatbed glass, rather than the
ADF (Automatic Document Feeder). If so, reset scanner settings to Scan
from ADF.

The scanned image is too dark (black) or the image is too
light.
For example if a pink document is Scanned using an ‘A4 white’ template, the
resultant image will appear too dark or maybe black.
•
•
•

Is a new user Logged into the PC?
Has the user profile been changed in any way?
Ask an administrator to setup the database connection on the PC, or if the
problem persists contact Enterprise Imaging Systems Support (1850 347
347).

Scanning Problems

•
•

Application Freezes When Scanning

Scanner does not scan when the ‘Scan’ button is pressed.

The scan button is pressed intending to scan from the flatbed glass, nothing happens
and the application freezes.
•
•
•

•

Has the scanner been switched on before the PC, if not restart the PC.
Some SCSI scanners need to be connected and turned on before booting
up the PC.

•

Is the power light on the scanner lighting? If not, check that the power
cable is secure.

•

Ensure the SCSI cable is connected properly at the scanner end and PC
end. If not, secure the SCSI cable and restart the PC.

Was the correct scanner template selected before the scan button was
clicked? If so, the brightness settings for the template may need to be
adjusted. Refer to page 5.
Is the top of the document torn or any piece torn away? If so, scan the
document in bottom first and the image can be rotated after.

Close down EI Trax. (Press Ctrl Alt Delete and within Task manager close
EI Trax)
Reopen the EI Trax application.
Has ‘Flatbed’ been selected within the scanner template? If so, Select
‘Automatic Document Feeder’ instead. The scanner must only be set to
scan from the flatbed within the scanner driver.

Indexing Problems
Class not Registered

.

Scanner will not scan from the document feeder and a
blank image appears on screen.
If this error occurs, it means the Index program file is not registered correctly.
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•
•

Click on the Start Menu (on the bottom left side of the desktop),
Select Run and type:
o

•
•

regsvr32 "c:\ei trax\ssxbc30.dll"

Click OK.
Now restart EI Trax and this error should be solved. If the problem
persists, contact Enterprise Imaging Systems Support (1850 347 347).

Browse Problems
Image does not appear

•

•
•
•
•
•

Press CTRL+F9 to retry loading the image. If the image appears, it may be
down to network traffic or a large image taking a longer time than
expected to load. Talk to your administrator or contact Enterprise Imaging
Systems Support (1850 347 347).
Is the PC logged into the network? (This can be checked by accessing
shared drives)
Check the storage location path is set correctly.
Has the EI Trax storage folder been moved to a different location? If so,
reset the storage folder path.
Has the image been Archived? If so, check the archive read location is set
correctly and that the required disc is loaded. Refer to page 15
If the problem persists contact Enterprise Imaging Systems Support (1850
347 347).
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